
BOOK REVIEWS

The Norml Child. Some Proble -of the Fwst Five Years
and Thefr Treatm t. 3rd ed. By RONAID S.
IluNGwoRTH. (Pp. x + 331; 52 figures + 9 tabes.
40s.) London: Churchill. 1964.
There can be few paediatricians in this country who

have not enjoyed and leaed from Illingworth's 'The
Normal Child' and, indeed, it is also widely read abroad.
Written in the first instance at the nstigation of an adult
physiian, the book has made a unique place for itself
among practising doctors, who may be perplexed about
what is and what is not normal. It is deservedly popular
among undergraduates too, and is one of the books that
most influences them.

It could have been written only by a practising paedia-
trician with a mind of his own and a family of his own.
Like Montaigne, lllingworth is in effect constantly asking
'Que sais-je?. The style is the man, and he answers
forthrightly. What he does not know he admits. He
welcomes the views of others while giving his own boldly,
as he should, for he himself has made many valuable
contributions.
Through three editions the broad and eckectic approach

has not altered, though there have been changes in detail.
The implicit theme is not disease, not cllular pathology,
not so much body or mind as the child. From the title
and the author's reputation one would expect the excellent
chapters on ment of physical and psychological
development; but fortunately the range is wider, and much
useful information is brought together in sections on, for
example, toys and play, discipline and punishment, the
prediction of personality. In a book on 'normals' critics
might carp at a whole chapter on the sick child, and even
brief descriptions of diseases and disorders, but how
abnormal would be the child who never had any?
Reading with pleasure this edition of lllingworth, I was

impelled to look out my copy of Still's Common Happen-
ings in Childhood (1938). Some of Still's subject matter
is similar, though his small volume is limited to eight
chapters on crying, laughter, temper, tiredness, appetite,
fears, and antipathies, sleep, and school. In Still's
preface, I was amused to find a remark that I had
forgotten: 'If the dullest and deadest of all reading, to
wit, statistics, appears here and there, may it be forgiven!
Statistics, notwithstanding all their falacies, do in some
sort give a sense of perspective.' If Illingworth's writing
has not quite the elegance and leisurely charm of Still's.
it is partly because of the pervasiveness of statistics and

scientific method throughout The Normal Child.
lllingworth's writing is, however, consistently clear and
simple, while the author he quotes most often is none
other than Ogden Nash.

I wonder if Illingworth has ever considered adding a
chapter on 'The Normal Parent ?--or would the task be
rendered impossible, even for so assiduous a collector, by
the dearth of case material! There will inevitably be
many more editions. In the next some of the American
data on growth should be replaced from British sourc,
which are now available; and, if the author can be made
to appreciate how much 'The Normal Child' is used for
reference, he will doubtlss provide a much fuller index.
It is no im nce, but a tnbute, to stggs further
slight changes in a book that has already proved so
accurate, useful, and stimulating and has so quickly
become a pillar of paediatrics.

Ha. Foetal and Nematal C ti By JOHN IND,
LEo STtN, and CARL W£GEIIUS. (Pp. ix + 54; 32
figures. $5.75) Springfield, Illinois: Charles C.
Thomas. 1964.
This monograph by three Swedish authors describes

and profusely illustrates, ahlost entirely by means of
angiograms, the human foetal c lation, and how
imediately after birth this changes to a precariously
bulaced 'transitional circulation', before reaching the
more stable situation in the baby of a few days old.
The work reflects a particular combination of circum-

stances. One fact is that Swedish radiography has long
been technically supreme (so much so that Nadas in the
recent edition of his well-known book on Pediatric
Cardiology says that he decided to omit all angiograms,
being unable to compete!). A second fact is that
abortion is kgal in Sweden, making pre-viable foetuses
available for study. The most important fact, however,
has been the existence of a small group of paediatans
in Stockholm who have been able to maIntain continuity
of study of this subject throughout the past decade or so.
The angiograms which form the basis of this mono-

graph, both direct synchronous biplane and cine with
image intensifier, are not only ofexcelet quality but can
be readily int by ans of accompanying line
diagrams. The pioneer work of Barclay, Franklin, and
Prichard in the 1940's led to defining the foetal circulation
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